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About This Game

The main hero of the game is a druid who is looking for a teacher to gain wisdom, but his way lays through the magic forest that
contains a lot of obstacles and riddles.

You will have to collect magic runes that give you different abilities, solve puzzles and help forest dwellers to find your teacher.

Features

 Magic forest atmosphere;

 Stylized graphics;

 Big set of different abilities;

 Large number of interesting puzzles.
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I'm going to recommend this game, allthough there are plenty of things I'd like to point out first. As in the description of the
game,

Follow the exciting story of the dwarven kingdom's eternal struggle against the troll hordes, who want only to crush the dwarves
and claim their territory.
^ After having played this game for seven hours, I have never been introduced to any shape or form of story.

Unique units, a wide range of structures, spells, gold and various resources make this game that you will return to again and
again.
^ Nope, nothing unique. It's your typical TowerDefence game with the typical towers. Nothing new implemented.

Tap anywhere you like for a handy pop-up menu listing all the units and structures you can build in that location. Tap existing
structures to see how you can upgrade your forces with ever-more powerful improvements!
^ This hints towards that the game description is the same as for the mobile version.

Each level also brings new units and structures to help you fight the troll menace. You\u2019ll never be lacking for new and
exciting ways of decimating those nasty trolls!
^ Sure, it does vary this, but not nearly every level as this description claims.

- 60 different progressively challenging levels
^ True

- 3 unique game settings
^ If they mean the difficulty settings? Then sure, but I'd hardly call having Easy - Medium and Hard options unique.
EDIT: ^ There are three different biomes. Forrest, snow and desert.

- 17 kinds of creatures
^ As with every other game, lots of reskins.

- 12 kinds of towers and structures
^ True. Also very basic for most TowerDefence games.

- Extensive magic system
^ Can't think of a more basic system ever implemented. Nothing extensive about this.

- Various upgrades
^ Pretty fun to upgrade towers and such. Pretty typical to TowerDefence games.

- Fascinating gameplay
^ Facinating gameplay, what does that even mean?
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The game lacks keyboard support, which is a huge nuisance to me as a PC gamer. Obviously this is due to the game being
ported over from the mobile version.

Lacks a options menu. Two volume sliders isn't an options menu, however the ability to toggle between fullscreen and
windowed is a good addition.

The game only has three soundtracks that loops. Hope you have a playlist on Youtube or Spotify ready.

So with all of this, why am I recommending this somewhat discount Kingdom Rush clone? Well, as far as a Tower Defence
game goes, it handles more or less as you'd expect and it's not bad at what it does. It doesn't do anything unique or great, but it's
still solid for killing a few hours of boredom.. This game is a cyberpunk Hotline Miami
And I think I might be in love because those are a few of my favorite things on this planet
If you feel the same, BUY THIS GAME.. Nice character pack for 100% OJ.. I see a lot of promise for this title. There are many
positive aspects about it. It is a very clean interface, with rich and detailed options available. I would certainly recommend it to
others. However, I do have a few suggestions. First, I don't see an option to place doors or windows. The current set up requires
that you connect rooms via small hallways. Second, the only lighting elements found were torches, sconces, and braziers. What
about natural lighting? Third, not every dungeon/castle/building is going to be 100% intact, so could there be some sort of
demolish tool where we could create ruins? Fourth, it could use stairs to connect to multiple levels in the same dungeon. Fifth
and finally, I'm hoping to see either an expanded doodad library (such as furniture or random things that can be placed in
rooms) or at least more DLC stuff boasting the same things. Having said all this, I still rate the product 4/5 stars due to the high
quality.. VERY VERY FUN. Can't wait for Modular Combat 2!!!
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every time i try to play this game it says it stopped working PLEASE FIX. If you want endless fun with friends and by yourself
if you want a peaceful game with lovely graphics its Fine. Alright let me get the good out of the way because ther's a lot to talk
about:

First, the gameplay, two thumbs up for me. I found that if you're dying over and over again, there's somthing you're not doing
right, you need ALL the ablilities and firepower you can get, unlike a lot of games where it kinda just remains unused until a
hard boss fight where you go "oh that's right i had THIS power". You need everything you can to survie, and it shows a lot of
thought and testing went into it.

Second, the horde mode i found to be fun. Not the best one i've ever played, but fun. Enjoyable, play the story missions up to
the last one before horde mode otherwise you won't know what you're doing.

Lastly, the boss fights, i loved them. They really do make you use everything you've learnt up to that point to just try to stay
alive, and if you want to beat it, you're gonna need to figure out a way. It's so satisfying to beat them however, unlike a lot of
games where the boss is a bullet sponge and can't really hurt you unless you're in the way of it's one
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t attack.

BUT if I had one MAJOR complaint about this game (and I do) it's this: what seems to be the last level is absolute garbage and
it made me not want to play the game ever again.

Now, I'll block out the spoiler, up to you if you want to read it, but if you don't want anything spoiled let me just say this: the
last level wasn't "too difficult" I went into it wanting a really meaty challenge, but that isn't what the last level is, instead, it's just
trolling the player.

 so for the last level (from what i could tell i couldn't get past it) all of your abilities and powers except for a shield are taken
away. Instead it turns into a survival horror maze game where you have to get a bunch of glowy balls to put into a big glowy ball
in the center of the maze. You start in the center, and have to explore the surrounding maze to find the glowy balls. In the maze
are insta-death monsters who screech really loudly and are essentially a jumpscare death. You have a flashlight to see the
monsters ahead of you, because otherwise you can only see a small radius around you, but they can also see the flashlight and
will chase you. Also they're much faster, so it isn't as much of a chase as it is a split second telling you that you
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed up. It wasn't hard, it was frustrating and just plain not fun. I hate games who's end challenge is a
different set of gameplay from the rest of the game. And I hate mazes, and I hate insta-death, super fast enemies, and I hate
fetch quests, so the last level is all of that rolled together. Oh, and you have to gather 5 balls without one
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665-up, if you do, you start all over.

All in all, really fun, worth the buy, last level can suck on a hairy, sweaty, smegma covered nutsack.. no brakes
random obstacles on the track. I enjoy this game! It's easy to get a hang of the controls, and each bot has a different fighting
style than the last. My personal favorite, and current high score winner, is Bit.
I liked the fact that you could use the terrain to your advantage, pushing cans and other objects in the way of the oncoming
hordes. It slows them down just enough to get another heartbeat in before you fire again.
The power-ups are cool. The shield comes in super handy, as does the aerial bombard.
I haven't had a chance to give the multiplayer a try yet, but that's only a matter of time.
Conclusion: it's a fun game that is challenging, fun to look at, and will keep me coming back for more.. Really glitchy but in a
good hilarious way like goat simulator with wheels. This game is great fun it a little repetitive. A real blast. Would be great with
a split screen co-op mode.. quot;Not only your competence, but also your exposure with religion and the Roman deities like
Jupiter or Venus will play an important role to accomplish your mission as a Roman governor."
The patron dieties in the game: Jupiter, Ares, Mercury, Saturn, and Vulcan.
You can also build temples to Neptune, Fortuna, and Bacchus.
But, as far as I've played into the game, Venus is nowhere to be found. And, the only search results I can find online for
"'imperium romanum' venus" are results for that exact same promo copy on different websites.
It's not a bad game (though controls are a bit wonky), but dropping Venus's name in the promo copy without her being in the
actual game? To me, that is sacrilege--to anyone else, that's false advertising. I'd demand a refund, but since I paid like two
bucks I will leave this negative review. It will remain here until I receive word of Venus actually being a patron diety in the
game (unlockable or something), or there's a way to patch her in (believe me, I looked). For shame, Haemimont, for shame.. Let
me start off by saying that this creature is REALLY GOOD both design and concept wise.
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The problem is that she is SO pathetically underpowered and worthless that I honestly can't reccommend her until she's buffed.
She's borderline unplayable if the investigators even have the slightest idea of what to do against her.

Her Glaucoma trap does nothing because it takes too long to explode, I don't think I've hit it ONCE in a serious match where I
wasn't just testing her out.

Her ability that makes her Charm's power increase does nothing if all 4 investigators juggle the sanity loss between the 4 of
them.

And her Cacoon ability is the only thing that she uses on a regular basis, and is basically just a way to quickly get stunned twice
so you can build up Light Resistance.

Her character is based around making investigators go insane, but only new players are at the mercy of insanity because every
investigator with a few matches under their belt will have SOME knowledge on how to avoid going insane and therefore makes
almost ALL of Lilith's traits and powers useless. (And her Sadist trait does nothing to help counter her bad stat spread because,
again, SHE CANNOT MAKE GOOD INVESTIGATORS GO INSANE)

I love this game and the devs and all but this creature is so pathetically underpowered that I honestly cannot recommend her
unless they buff her. Great concept, design, and ideas, but with an underwhelming execution that lead to an unviable and useless
creature. She's far more frustrating than fun in her current state, but if they buff her and get here to where she needs to be she'll
be a lot of fun. So either buy the DLC now and pray they buff her or just check in every once in a while to see if changes have
been made. Otherwise, I'd stay away from this one...

EDIT: Originally a negative review, but they buffed her! Thanks devs. <3. Wasted my money. Won't play or open.. extremely
funny top-down shooter game where you shoot and bomb dozens and hundreds of angry crazy chicken - with consistent
powerups you can play it forever :) graphics is kept in visually simple minecraft style, it does not make the game better or worse
- it is just ok, sound makes the proper atmosphere - i usually play something simple like this when i need to think something
over

Update 1.2:
Hello! 

Today we have updated the game to version 1.2 

List of changes:
- Added Chineese language; 

- Game optimization; 

- Minor fixes. 

Thank you all for your feedback! . Update 1.6:
Hello! 

We updated the game to version 1.6 

List of changes:
- Fixed found bugs 

- Added sound that makes magic mushrooms easier to find. 

. [GREENLIGHT] Lanternium:
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Hi all!
We have posted a new game "Lanternium" in GREENLIGHT 

http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=858298200

Description:

The Tricky fox has stolen your cookie jar and now you have to find him collecting lost cookies on your way! Lanternium is an
exciting adventure where you have to use your lantern with different colors to solve interesting puzzles, find hidden objects and
collect yammy for main hero!. Replacing Chinese localization:
Hello! 

We decided to replace the Chinese localization due to the fact that the old version was incomprehensible to users. 

We also apologize to all who could not play our game because of the mistakes of the past localizer. . Update 1.0.3:
- Changed some voices;
- Added auto-save during dialogues;
- Minor bug fixes.. Localization:
Hi Friends! 

We have released our game few days ago (yeah! ) And we want to make more players around the world have possibility to
play it. So we have few questions:
1) What languages you want to see in game? 

2) Who can help us in translation to another language? . "Lanternium" demo version is avalaible:
Hi all! 

Demo version of our game Lanternium is avalaible in Steam now. 

You can download it from a Lanternium game page
https://store.steampowered.com/app/618210/Lanternium/
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